Piezoelectric elements are used in a variety of applications such as optical modulators, microactuators, and certain types of transducers and resonant sensors, where it is necessary to know the maximum amplitude obtainable. Conduction, dielectric, and viscous losses all limit the amplitude.
Introduction
The maximum amplitude of vibration of plate resonators is limited by loss. We assume that the losses consist of acoustic viscosity, representable by a motional time constant, and a combination of both dielectric and conduction losses which are lumped into a static time constant. A single fundamental mode is treated for simplicity of illustration.
The presence of the three loss mechanisms is accounted for by making the piezoelectric coupling coefficient complex, while however retaining the individual frequency dependence of each type of loss. One then substitutes this complex coupling factor for the lossless one in the expression for d a c e displacement of a plate. The additional incorporation of electrode mass loading requires only the M e r replacement of the coupling factor by the term appearing in parentheses in Q. 55, p. 126, of [l] . The calculational procedure is sketched below.
In the lossless case, the effect on frequency of mass loading is seen in Fig. 1 Additional Derived Quantities
Lossy normalized frequency variable,
AmDlitude and Stress
With the definition:
the maximum amplitude per volt applied is U=Alpha.Gomax, where Alpha is Alpha(w) evaluated at the value of o that makes IGo(o)l= Gomax.
The acceleration (in earth-gravity u n i t s ) at the interface between the piezoelectric plate and the electrode is equal to o2 U /g, where g = 9.81m/sec2.
The stress at this interface is oz 0 U mu (pascal).
When the above relations are applied to the numerical values given in Table 1 , and computations carried out at fo = 10, 100, and lo00 MHz, and for mu = 1% and IO%, one arrives at the results given in Tables 2, 3 , and 4. These tables provide the d a c e amplitude per volt applied, the d a c e acceleration, the electrode-resonator interfacial stress, and the stress normalized to the appropriate elastic constant.
The calculations indicate that the electrode thickness can have a significant effect on the interfacial stress. The stress levels are large enough in some cases to approach the point at which electrode detachment can occuf. Even if this occurs in a very local and microscopic way, it could be a mechanism producing activity dips [4] and aging.
Breaking Strength of Ouartz
It is instructive to compare the tabular values of electrode-resonator interfhcial stress to the reported experimental breaking stress of quartz [5, Electrode mass loadings of 1 % and 10 % deposited on the resonator surface produce large interfacial stresses at resonance. In some cases these stresses approach in value the breaking strength. 
